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spy = secret agent





Pre-viewing task
In pairs, discuss the questions below.

a. Do you like animated films about animals? Have you seen any? 
Which one(s)?
b. Do you like penguins? What do you know about these animals?
c. We are going to watch a short called Gone in a Flash,
which deals with the adventures of four penguins who 
live in the Central Park Zoo and are trained as spies. In 
pairs, predict what the short is about. 





He is trapped.



He is trapped.

Meaning : 

When you are in an uncomfortable 

situation. 

You don’t have freedom and you can’t 

scape from it . 

The cat is trapped.



You are giving 
to me the silent 

treatment.



You are giving to me the silent treatment.

Meaning : 

If you give some one the silent treatment. 

You don’t speak to them for a period of 

time because you are sad about some 

thing they have done.

The woman is giving the man 

the silent treatment.



Let’s crack this 
mystery wide open.



Let’s crack this mystery wide open.

Meaning : 

Try to understand a mystery.

Something that you haven’t known 

before. 

My mum says : Let’s crack 

this mystery wide open.

mystery



Spit it out.



Spit it out.

Meaning : 

Go ahead and say something.

The man asked the 

woman to spit it out.



Match the dialogues with the characters.

2-Making my ice cream sprinkling it up.

3-Rule number one , do not question the 
king.

4-You have to help get him out. Please?

1-The sun is much sunnier over here. See?
King Julien

Maurice

King Julien

Mort

While-viewing task





Lay off the 

love smoothies.



Lay off the love smoothies.

Meaning : 

To stop drinking the smoothies.

Lay off the love 

smoothies and drink this 

coffee.



He stumbled 
backwards.



He stumbled backwards.

Meaning : 

If you stumble, you put your foot down 

wrongly while you are walking or running 

and  nearly fall over.

The man stumbled 

backwards.



Mission 
accomplished.



Mission accomplished.

Meaning : 

used to show that a last complete. 

The police officer was happy 

because the mission 

accomplished.



You rock.



You rock.

Meaning : 

You are awesome. You can do it. 

The teacher told 

students “You rock”.



Whip me up one of 
them love smoothies.



Whip me up one of them love smoothies.

Meaning : 

To prepare a meal or a dish very quickly. 

The manager says: whip 

me up a cup of coffee.



Post-viewing task

1-Who stars in it?



Follow-up task
Watch this episode once again, and find the related phrases to these sentences:


